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BACKYARDS

BUZZING

WITH

BIODIVERSITY

We are living in a time of great uncertainty; about what the future holds,
how we should respond and where we have influence. We can become
paralysed by this constant pressure to 'know' what is coming and what to
do. Or we can choose to focus on what we can see in front of us, to pay
attention to the phenomena unfolding before our eyes. The natural world
has many insights and inspirations to share with us, if we only slow down,
listen and give it the chance to 'speak'.
This issue we share opportunities to engage with, learn from and support the
incredible biodiversity on our doorstep, and we celebrate the many hardworking
and passionate people who are nurturing and beautifying our green spaces!

NOT

IN

MY

BACKYARD?

By Andrea Marais

...our community can
address climate change in

I come across the term “not in my backyard”
often these days. It is typically used inpublic

our backyard in ways that

participation

we have some control over.

processes

for

developments

that have negative ecological consequences.
This term can be used to insinuate that those
who worry about what happens around them

sixth

but ignore other areas are morally bankrupt.

increasingly starting to affect everyone on

Such

to

earth. We may not have control over

marginalise those who show deep concern

events in the Ukraine or the Amazon, but

for how a development may impact their

we can have some influence over what

natural environment and personal well-being

happens to the Noordhoek wetland, our

in the area where they have chosen to live,

green open spaces and literally our own

invest, raise their children, and perhaps even

backyards. As a community privileged to

grow old. But if we aren’t allowed to care

live in a biodiversity hot spot, we can

about our community, what is the point of

either help to promote or destroy local

civic organisations?

biodiversity.

shaming

is

commonly

used

mass

extinction,

We

invite

which

residents

is

to

proudly use the term “not in my backyard”
To address these attempts to normalise “not

(or NIMBY) to protect our natural spaces.

caring” about the area we live in, NEAG,

This will not only improve local climate

together with the NRPA, is currently working

change resilience but allow our children to

on how our community can address climate

grow up in an environment that supports

change in our backyard in ways that we have

their well-being.

some control over. This is probably our most
effective way to make a difference rather

So, let’s get out there and start with our

than giving in to helplessness as we face the

own backyards!
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Top: Noordhoek Common (Photo: Ceinwen Smith)

WHAT'S

ALL

THE

BUZZ

ON

THE

MILKWOOD

TREES?

By Rob Anderson, with input from local entomologists Annalie Melin and
Jonathan Colville
You have probably heard the loud buzzing
around the milkwoods (“milkies” as some
noordhoekers like to call them) or other
yeasty smelling flowers this past summer.
The trees almost vibrate with a buzzing
sound. Who is making all this noise? You
would be forgiven for thinking that the main
culprits

are

honey

bees,

but

they

are

actually hordes of drone flies with the grand
name of Eristalinus taeniops.
Unlike honey bees, drone flies have very
short antennae, big striped eyes and no
pollen-collecting hairs on their back legs.
Like all flies, they only have one pair of wings,

drone flies have very short
antennae, big striped eyes
and no pollen-collecting
hairs on their back legs

with the hind wings modified into small knoblike structures called halteres that look like
tiny lollipops on either side of the body. These
act like a type of gyroscope, beating up and
down in time with the wings so that the fly can
maintain body orientation when it dives or
swerves in flight. They do not sting or bite!
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Top: Milkwood flowers bloom in March on the Chapmans Peak Sanctuary (Photo: Rob Anderson)
Above Left: A drone fly, Eristalinus taeniops, on leaf (©Callen Cohen www.birdingafrica.com)

Drone

flies

(also

called

hoverflies

or

syrphids because they belong to the fly
family Syrphidae) are honey bee mimics
(see the yellow and black banding on their
abdomen) – a subterfuge that probably
gives

them

some

protection

from

predators, like birds. E. taeniops is a
cosmopolitan species, found in Africa and
Europe, and it has even spread to North
and South America.
The larvae of some syrphid flies found in
Noordhoek look like small green/brown
caterpillars

or

maggots

with

piercing

jaws, and they prey on aphids, which
makes them good news in a garden! The
larvae of other syrphid species are called
rat-tailed maggots, and live in stagnant
water (fishponds, drains, wetland pools
and other low-oxygen water). The long
The

small,

white,

of

thin "tail" is a breathing tube: a "snorkel"

milkwood trees are often associated with

through which they breathe. These larvae,

fly

particularly

when grown-up, crawl out and pupate in

attractive to drone flies, which feed on

the mud or moist soil or leaf litter, to

nectar and pollen. The male drone flies

emerge as adult flies after a few weeks or

also

a

even after several months. So, next time

the

you are walking past or under the milkies,

pollination

seem

and

to

rendezvous

yeasty

use

point,

are

the
and

flowers

flowers
to

as

patrol

flowers in the hope of pouncing on an
unsuspecting
including

female.

honey

bees

Other
also

look up and enjoy the buzz!

insects
visit

the

milkwood flowers.
Drone flies are among other important
pollinators of the natural (and garden)
vegetation around Noordhoek, including

The long thin 'tail' is a
breathing tube: a 'snorkel'
through which they breathe.

milkwoods and a range of fynbos and
strandveld plants like Dune Crowberry
(Searsia crenata).
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Above Left: Milkwood flowers bloom in March on the Chapmans Peak Sanctuary (Photo: Rob Anderson)
Top Right: The drone fly, Eristalinus taeniops, is a honey bee mimic with similar yellow and black banding
(Photo: Annalie Melin)

RAINSPIDERS

(Palystes superciliosus)
By Rob Anderson
These fearsome-looking but harmless spiders

After mating the female weaves an egg sac

are

name

about the size of a large lemon, around a

rainspider comes from their tendency to enter

core of leaves and twigs, suspended from

houses before rain.

surrounding branches. She guards this

common

in

Noordhoek.

The

until the spiderlings hatch about three
weeks later and chew their way out. While
on guard she is aggressive, so watch your
fingers if you decide to investigate an egg
sac! A female can produce three broods
(and three sacs) over summer, but few
spiderlings will survive into adulthood. An
arch-enemy is the pompilid wasp. These
wasps hunt spiders, anaesthetise them
with their sting, drag them into a nest and
Despite their size (up to 10 cm or more in
diameter)

and

appearance

they

are

not

venomous. Although a good bite can cause
some swelling and pain, it heals within days. I
was bitten by one and it felt like a mild prick
from a splinter, with no ill effects at all. They
feed on small geckos and probably other
spiders and some insects.
Males are often very mobile in spring and
early summer, looking for females.

lay eggs in them. The wasp larva hatches
and slowly eats the paralysed spider,
leaving the vital organs till last.
Rainspiders can be coaxed onto a hand
and will walk up an arm and around your
body without biting. This was my son’s
impressive party trick, but one I cannot
bring myself to emulate!
For

more

impressive

information
photos

check

and

some

out

the

observations on iNaturalist.
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Top: A mother rainspider sitting on her nest (Photo: Ian McCutcheon)
Above Left: Adult rain spider (Photo: Rob Anderson)
Above Right: The female rainspider weaves an egg-shaped nest around leaves and twigs (Photo: Rob Anderson)

TREAD

LIGHTLY

HIGHLIGHTS

By Gwen Hewett

"Tread Lightly" is one of the goals
for the Noordhoek 2030 Vision.

Noordhoek’s

“Tread

Lightly”

volunteer

organisations work continually behind the

NEAG liaises closely with three

scenes to care for the local environment.

other environmental organisations

This year they have already undertaken

in

several successful projects.

Noordhoeked, ToadNuts, and On

On the Verge has been steadily maintaining
pathways and creating new ones – some for
horses and others for pedestrians. These
not only give us easier access to our
beautiful greenbelts and mountain terrain,
but also confine us to specific routes,
reducing

erosion

and

the

Noordhoek,

namely

the Verge.
These highly committed volunteers
do amazing work for our local
community

and

surroundings,

while also providing employment
for locals.

unnecessary

trampling of indigenous flora and fauna.
Their

most

recent

creation

is

Project

short

greenbelt path with 56 risers from the top
of Opal Way in San Michele up through
riverine forest to Sapphire Rd, providing
walking access to the mountain.
Follow On the Verge on Facebook to see
photos and updates of their activities.
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Above Left: The committed On the Verge and Project Noordhoeked teams (Photo: On the Verge)
Above Right: Extended beach boardwalk with sour fig border (Photo: On the Verge)

Meanwhile

Project

Noordhoeked

recently

extended the boardwalk at Noordhoek beach
so that it starts from the paved parking area.
They are very grateful to the local Pole Yard
for their generous donation to this effort. On
the Verge then set about planting sour fig
around

the

boardwalk,

eco-bench

and

parking bays to green up the area. Check out
a recent article in the False Bay Echo for
more on this.
Follow Project Noordhoeked on Facebook to
see

more

photos

and

updates

of

their

activities.

Tread Lightly Projects
Project Noordhoeked focuses on clearing aliens and litter from our beach, streams,
wetlands and road verges, including Beach Road, Noordhoek Main Road, Silvermine
Road and Ou Kaapse Weg. This also includes the ablution block on the beach and
Kakapo, the wire-framed whale at the beach parking lot.
ToadNuts does sterling work monitoring and supporting the survival of the
endangered Western Leopard Toad as a flagship species that plays a key role in the
wellbeing of our wetland and surrounding ecosystems.
On the Verge strives to maintain and beautify our communal land by clearing aliens
and overgrowth, creating pedestrian pathways, and landscaping and planting gardens
in high-visibility areas. They also encourage residents to maintain and beautify the
verges outside their homes, and present the annual Open Gardens event as a
fundraiser.
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Top Right: Opal Way walkway in progress (Photo: Project Noordhoeked)
Bottom Left: Alien clearing on the Noordhoek Wetland (Photo: Project Noordhoeked)
Bottom Right: Projected Noordhoekd team ready for alien clearing (Photo: Project Noordhoeked)

SUPPORT & CONTRIBUTIONS

Thank you for reading, we hope you enjoyed the content!
If you would like to support these publications please
consider donating via our website:
https://neag.org.za/support-us/
A big thank you to all our contributing authors for this
issue.
We welcome article contributions to our newsletter so
please get in touch.
neag.info@gmail.com
All views expressed in this newsletter are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of
NEAG.
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